
CATCH THE PIRATE!

Preparation for the game:

Basic components of the board game “ZOOregatta” are to be used in this scenario.

Number of players:

2 to 4. The players put on the board animals in the relevant hexes. Number of pieces
of each animal is by 1 less than number of players. Next, the players agree (or determine with
the dice) the player who gets the role of the "Patrol", the other players are the "Pirates". 

The Pirates receive ships with colored sails: yellow, red or violet. They determine the
sequence of the turn and their port: the player, who rolled the dice with largest figure, will be
the first to choose the port and will be the first to go.

The Patrol receives the ship with the white sails and occupies the last vacant port. The
Patrol will move after all the players during the game.

Goal of the game:

- The Pirates have to collect a complete set of animals - one animal from each conti-
nent.

- The Patrol has to catch all the pirates successively: to stand on the neighboring hex
with each pirate’s ship.

Victory conditions:

- The Pirate, who gathers all the animals on his ship, wins. The victory comes in the
moment when he takes the last animal on board.

- The Patrol wins the game if he consequently caught all the Pirates, before at least
one of them was able to collect a complete collection of animals.

RULES

The Pirates move and take animals on board according to the rules of “ZOOregatta”.
The Patrol also moves according to the rules of “ZOOregatta”, but he does not take on board
animals, his task is to catch the Pirates, i.e. finish his move on a nearby hex with a pirate.

Whirlpools:

Whirlpools are used by all the players according to the usual rules of “ZOOregatta”,
but are of particular importance in the scenario “Catch the pirate”.

Attention! If the Pirate emerged in the whirlpool in which the patrol is located now,
or the Pirate occupies a neighboring hex with such whirlpool, the Pirate is considered to be
caught. Accordingly, if the Patrol emerged in the whirlpool, where the Pirate is located or the
Patrol is located in a neighboring hex with such whirlpool, it is also considered that the Pirate
is caught.



Charges:

In the scenario “Catch the pirate”, each player can use two charges on his ship in two
ways:

I method (shoot): use charges to knock out animal from the opponent’s ship (the shoot-
ing is conducted according to the rules of “ZOOregatta”). But, as the play-
ers are the real pirates, then in case of successful shot (if the player hits
the cabin with an animal), the animal can be captured to the player’s ship
(if such animal was absent on his ship).

II method (mining): use charges to undermine the sea area. In this case, before start of
the movement, the player (Pirate or Patrol) tells other players that he puts
a mine. The charge is removed from his ship and is put in the hex, in
which the player is located. After this, the player moves according to the
standard rules.

Note: ports and whirlpools cannot be undermined!

The mines and their effects:

Mines affect the Pirates and the Patrol in the same way. The player, who hits a mine,
has to finish his move on this hex and to miss his next turn. Exploded mine has to be removed
from the board. If a player passes near the hex with a mine, then nothing happens.

Our wishes of pleasant and cheerful regatta
for all the Pirates and the Patrol!
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Buy online store from manufacturer:
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